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In this document I provide a detailed list of topics discussed during classes (the cor-
responding paragraphs in Cochrane (2005) are reported in parenthesis). The list is com-
plete.
1. [3/11/2014] Introduction to the course. Basic pricing equation and connections
with marginal utility. Gross returns and excess returns, managed portfolios and
GMM instruments (slides intro 1-5, sdf 1–9; Cochrane: chap. 1, par. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3).
2. [4/11/2014] Managed portfolios and GMM instruments, nominal returns, risk free
rate, lognormal hypothesis, risk corrections, idiosyncratic risk, beta pricing (slides
sdf 9-18, 24-30; Cochrane par. 1.4).
3. [5/11/2014] Mean-variance frontier, returns predictability, review of assumptions,
general vs partial equilibrium, test of the model using CRRA preferences and ob-
served and model implied risk premia (slides sdf 31-48; Cochrane 1.4, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3).
4. [10/11/2014] The SDF model in practice: equity premium puzzle, risk-free rate
puzzle, relevance of the puzzles for macro and finance, solutions: nonseparable
preferences, alternative consumption measurement, longer time horizons. ML es-
timation under lognormality. GMM: introduction and main idea, ML as a special
case (slides sdf 49-63, 19-23, gmm 1-5; Cochrane 1.4 - skip only the last section,
”Present Value Statements”, chap. 2).
5. [11/11/2014] GMM: OLS, IV and NLLS as special cases. Application with Stata
to the time series analysis of the CAPM (slides gmm 4-10).
6. [12/11/2014] GMM: Asymptotic properties: assumptions, consistency, asymp-
totic normality, efficient weighting matrix, two-step and iterated GMM estimators,
efficient instruments. Applications in Stata (slides gmm 11-20).
7. [17/11/2014] Discussion of the second assignment. GMM: Application with Stata
to the gross-returns and excess returns based SDF model and the size portfolios;
first step and two step estimation with and without instruments (slides gmm 34-36).
8. [18/11/2014] GMM: Wald and DD tests, with application to the excess returns
based SDF model and the size portfolios in Stata. Specification tests through the
augmented moment conditions, with applications (slides GMM 24-28).
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9. [19/11/2014] GMM: Specification tests through the augmented moment condi-
tions, Hansen’s overidentifying restrictions test. Application with Stata to the
GMM estimation of a stochastic volatility model (slides gmm 25-33).
10. [24/11/2014] SDF: Contingent claims, complete markets and links with the SDF.
Risk-neutral probabilities and link with the SDF. Equivalence between the LOP and
the SDF, equivalence between LOP+AOA and a positive SDF. Expected returns -
beta representations; relation between the SDF and beta pricing models (slides sdf
63-87; Cochrane par. 3.1, 3.2; chap. 4 - Introduction, par. 4.1 - you can skip the
geometric proof of the theorem on p. 64, 4.2 - you can skip the theorem and its
proof in incomplete markets from the end of p. 69 to ”What the theorem does and
does not say” on p. 70; chap. 5 - Introduction, par. 5.1).
11. [25/11/2014] SDF: Relation between the SDF and beta pricing models, risk pre-
mia, conditioning information, law of iterated expectations and managed portfolios,
conditional and unconditional factor models, Hansen and Richard critique, scaled
factors (slides sdf 88-102; Cochrane chap. 6 - introduction, par. 6.1 - only the
section ”Beta representation using m”, 6.3 - you can skip the first theorem in this
section; chap. 8 - Introduction, par. 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 - you can skip the paragraphs en-
titled ”Mean-Variance frontiers”, ”Using the connection to factor models”, ”Using
the orthogonal decomposition”, ”Brute force and examples”on pages 139 - 143, but
read the ”Implication: Hansen - Richard critique” on p. 143, 8.4, 8.5).
12. [26/11/2014] SDF: Factor pricing models as special cases of the SDF model:
CAPM, ICAPM, APT (slides sdf 104-126; Cochrane chap 9 - Introduction, par.
9.1 - you can skip the ”Quadratic value function, dynamic programming”, ”Why is
the value function quadratic?” and ”Log utility” sections; also, skip the continuous
time section from the end of p. 161 till the Stein’s lemma at 2/3 of page 163,
and again skip from ”log utility CAPM” at the end of page 165 till the end of the
paragraph, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5).
13. [1/12/2014] GMM: Time series estimation and testing of linear factor models,
cross-sectional estimation and testing of linear factor models of the SDF: two step
OLS and one step GMM. Application in Stata (slides gmm 36-48; Cochrane chap.
12 - introduction, par. 12.1, par. 12.2).
14. [2/12/2014] Options: Definitions, pricing with the SDF, arbitrage bounds and
good-deal bounds (slides options 1-25; Cochrane chap. 17 - introduction, par. 17.1;
chap. 18 - introduction, par. 18.1, 18.2 till “Volatility Constraint Binds, Positivity
Constraint is Slack” on page 330).
15. [2/12/2014] Bonds: Definitions, Expectation Hypothesis, test of the EH, term
structure models based on the EH and on the SDF (slides bonds 1-25, Cochrane
chap. 19 - introduction, par. 19.1, 19.2, 19.3).
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